Description and Scope:
On 4 March 2019, the GNSO Council adopted the Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP) on gTLD Registration Data Team's Phase 1 Final Report. Following a Public Comment period, the ICANN Board passed a resolution on 15 May 2019 to authorize the implementation of 27 of the 29 recommendations contained within the Report. Of the two recommendations not adopted in full, the Board identified portions of the recommendations that require further consultation with the GNSO (see the ICANN Board's scorecard for the EPDP's Phase 1 recommendations here).

ICANN org implemented the Interim Registration Data Policy for gTLDs pursuant to the Board's 15 May 2019 resolution. The interim policy maintains requirements from the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data, which detailed how registries and registrars must handle gTLD registration data as a result of privacy legislation, and which expired on 20 May 2019. The implementation is currently engaged in analysis of the recommendations to produce an implementation plan to be published for public comment.

---

**Composition**

**Project Sponsor:** Karen Lentz

**Project Manager:** Dennis Chang

**Council Liaison:** Sebastien Ducos

**# Participants:** 40 Participants ([link](#))

**# Observers:** 36

**Tools:** Mailing List / Meeting Schedule / Wiki

---

**Deliverables Progress***

- 60% Completed
- 40% In Progress

*The deliverables for this project include all items needed to announce the Registration Data Policy effective date. Please note the deliverables reflected in this chart are not weighted.

---

**Resources**

- EPDP Team Charter
- 2013 RAA
- GNSO EPDP on the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data
- EPDP Phase 1 Final Report
- EPDP Phase 2 Final Report
- Implementation Phase 1 Wiki
- EPDP Wiki
- Interim Registration Data Policy for gTLDs

---

**Breakdown of Work**

**Implementation Status**

**Start Date:** 20-May-2019

**End Date:** TBD

**Review Duration to Date:** 26 Months

**Total Expected Duration:** [View Timeline](#)

---

**Phase Progress**

- **Prepare:** Complete
- **Plan:** In Progress
- **Analyze and Design:** Not Started
- **Implement:** Ongoing Work
- **Support and Review:** Ongoing Work
Member Participation and Composition

IRT Member Affiliations

Volunteer Participation Rate*

*Volunteer Participation Rate is calculated based on the total number of invitations for IRT members to participate in meetings divided by the number of times meetings were attended by individual IRT members.

Hours Worked

Face to Face Meetings: 3 Meetings
Calls: 54 Calls
Volunteer Meeting & Call Time: 85.5 Hours
Personnel Support Time: 450 Hours